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The runic alphabet is a system of writirig brought to Britain from the Scandinavian (Vikinal countries was  a system of
divining the will of gods with particular signs.   A system of Runes was widely used by the Germans and is believed to
have been brought to England by the Angles.

The earliest surviving continental examples date from the second century but the date of orialn of the mnic system is
unknown.  The German/Danish borderland seems likely.

The runes were believed to have magical powers.  Well know historian/monk Bede beheved they had.  Runes could be
inscribed on something a person wore to avoid evil.

<<  Ruliic Alphabet

Runes were inscribed on wood, where the
angular characters could easily be carved.
It was  a  simple  and  convenient  alphabet
of straight strokes.  They usually inscribed
spells  or charms.    Runes were written in
manuscripts,  stamped  on objects, incised
on  jewelry  and  carved  on  stone.     The
Scandinavians      inscribed      runes      on
weapons.    There  were  24  nmic  symbols
making up the alphabet.

Since men always had a knife in their belt, a stick of wood could be picked up anywhere
and it was easy to  shave a stick until it was flat and inscribe letters to make a message.
Runic letters consist of vertical strokes as horizontal strokes would disturb the grain of
the wood.   It was a much easier method than that of the Christians of using sheepskin or
cow's  skin and  fashioning a writing instrument from a bird's quill feather, making ink
from metallic salts or from lampblack.

The Rune stone on the Faroe Islands stamp at right is from vigor which today stands
near the altar of the church in Sandavigur.

Faroe Islands Scott #65,
issued Oct 19,1981.

(Cont'd on pg 3)
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?iom the 8ditor.

In the past` decade the most amazing new information iQthe
field  of archaeology has  come  from advances  in medicine  ~
such as  CT and MRI imaging.   Will the next leap  forward
come  from aerial and  space  irrmgfes  made  durir}g the  Cold
War?   Check out  an  article  in  the Archaeology Today
section and see what you think.

Good news!  New stamp issues are down around the world!
Bad News!  New stamp issues are down around the world!
Ah, the complaints of the philatelic pubhc!  1 thought at first
it was a fluke; instead of 12 pages of new stamp listings there
were 8.   Two weeks later it was back to 12, but down again
the  fonowing list and again after that.   Now I get a Hst of
only6 or 7 pages to go through every two weeks.

The only justification I have  for consistently publishing six
pages of New Digs is that I am publishing, along with the
stamp, any information I  can find about what is illustrated
on the stamp.  Though there seems to be a standard of 15 -
20 new issues per quarter.

My annual  questionnaire  or renewal  form asks  how many
stamp shows you attend per year.   I used to attend five on
average, now down to three.  I staff the ATA table/booth at
the spring and fall shows in NYC and attend NO]EX.  That
is as far as I get to the United States these days.   I refuse to
fly anywhere with all the delays, and it takes me three to five    ~
hours to get to an airport, depending on which one.

A recent Q4ay 2014)  article in the South Indian Times had
an  aricle  about  an  Indian  (from  India)   college  Student
recommending that the United States Government to save a
lot of money by switching fonts from Times New Roman to
Garamond.  It  brought  laughter  from me  -  last  summer  I
made  that very  switch,  for that reason.  I  had  to  save  ink!
How did I choose that pndcular font?  The number "1 ".

Now for the bad news.   My local Staples has closed.   Now
my closest Staples is across the street from the mall so while
only twice  the distance as the  other I it will take me about
half an hour for the found trip, plus going through beautiful
downtoum- Slrithtown  can take  20 minutes to go  8  to  10
blocks.    Many  times  I  run  out  of ink  while  prindng  the
OWA and simply get into the car and 20 minutes later I am
back in business.  The now nearest Staples has ink locked up
in  a  separate  part  of the  store  and  you  have  to  wait  for
someone to come and look for the ink you need, then they
bring you  a  cheaper  one  because  they  KNOW you  don't
really want the XL one, it's twice the price!

earoliiMe
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Rune stones are still seen today through Sweden, Denmark and Norway.  Most surviving runes are medieval though the
script dates  from the time  of Imperial Rome.   Beyond the Roman world various barbarian tribes known as  Goths,
Vandals, Lombards, Franks, Frissians, Teutons, Angles, Saxons, Jutes and Scandinavians hved and all spoke Germanic
haguages.    Though it is commonly believed that the Germanic nations were illiterate until they became Christian, the
Germanic   nations had their own mode of writing with a distinctive alphabet called nmic.   Each letter of the alphabet
was called a rune.  Excavations in western Norway have uncovered slats of wood with runes on them.

Norway, Scott #586, Issued June
7,  1972,   the Alstad  stone, which
tells the story of a horseman who
murdered a king @)

Sweden, Scott #1120, issued May
20,  1975,    Rune  dating  from  9th
Century     utilizing     a     Swedish-
Norwealan  runic  alphabet  of  16
characters.   9   lines   were   carved
with    the    older    24    character
alphabet.  It contains 735 runes.

Denmark,  0le  Worm,  Scott  849,
Feb  18,  1988,     Denmark  issued
this stamp depicting Ole Worm, a
Danish  archaeoloalst  who  found
many tunic artifacts, among them
a  horn,  illustrated  on  the  stamp,
engraved   with   runic   characters.

The majority of known runes are in Sweden, where they are found in the landscape of Uppland.   Stones are still being
discovered at frequent at intervals.
Sweden. 5000+        Norway 1000+          Denmark 700         Iceland 60 Rune stones      also Britain, Greenland, Faroes.
Thought to be Nordic but found in Isle of Man, Orkneys, Ireland (which may be the work or traveling Norsemen).
In England runes died out with the arrival of Christianity and the Rolnan alphabet.

Metal objects have been found in bogs inscribed with runes, weapons, jewelry, amulets.   Runic inscriptions have been
found on; neck rings (torques), gold coins (solidus).  Runic script is found on rhythons from Scandinavia and Denmark.
They have been found as far afield as Novgorod. British runes have been found in Lincolnshire (cremation urn), coins,
Stafordshire Hoard and Lindisfarne.  Many runes tell stories of heroes or villans and contain Celtic line desisns.

Runes  have  been  found  as  far  away  as  North America  dating  from  Norse  settlement  at  L'Anse  aux  Meadows  in
Newfoundland  datirig from 1000.

:'..

Denmark, Thyra's stone & the Jelling Stone,
Scott #1263 & 4, Issued Nov 7, 2003

Page   #  3

The  text,  carved  in  runic  letters,  reads,  "King  Gorm  made  this
monument  for  Thorvi  (Thyra),  his  wife,  the  jewel  @anebod)  of
Denmark . This is the first time that the name "Denmark" appears
in written form.

The Jelling stone was erected by King Harald Bluetooth, the son of
Gom  and  Thyra,    about  980   at  Jelling  in  ]ylland,   the   royal
residence.   Harald the King ordered this memorial made for Gorm
his  father and Thorvi his mother, this Harald who won Denmark
for himself and Norway, and made the Danes Christian.
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Denmark, The Jelling Stone
Scott #342, issued 1953
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Sweden Scott #592
Issued March 1961

Sweden, from Birka
archaeolotical site Scott #2435
issued March 21, 2002

<< The Adels6 rune stone is one
of  three   stamps  issued  in  2002
which  featured artifacts  ffom the
Birka  archaeolostal  site  on  the
island  of Adels6.  This  stamp,  for
the   "economy   letter   rate,"   was
engraved by Czeslaw Slania.

The llth Century Rune carving on the stamp at left was found in Oland, just south of
Gotland  in the  Baltic  Sea, is  the  second largest Swedish island.  The rune  stone  on
Scott #592 is from the llth century. It is at the K6ping church. Two serpents with
runes border the stone, a third serpent can be seen at the bottom of the stamp biting
the leg of the large anirml ®erhaps a deer or elk).

The Viking ship depicted here was found on a stone dating from the 8th century found at
Stora Hanmars,  Latbro on the island of Gotland, Sweden.  The stamp reproduces a part
of the irmge on the stone, which contains six scenes.   The last scene is depicted on the
stamp which is interpreted as the ship carrying the hero of the other scenes to the land of
the dead.

Finland, Scott #391 issued
Feb 15,1962

Sweden, Viking Ship
Scott #956 issued 1972

The stamp at left was issued for the 600th anniversary of the Mora Stone, alving
political rights to the Finnish people.   In 1362 Swedish nobles who had left fie fs
in  Finland  took pan  in  the  election  of a  Swedish  king,  Haakon  VI,  Haakon
Magnusson. Haakon was also king of Norway at this time. After his election he
was hoisted up on the Mora stone so the electors could pay homage. The stone
disappeared in the 15th century. The stone on the stamp is the artist's re-creation
of the stone with the two words, MAUNU HAAK N, Magnus and Haakon.

Little is known about the orialns of the Runic alphabet, which is traditionzLlly known as/z#f44de after the first six letters.
In  Old  Norse  the  word  rune  means  'letter',  'text'  or  'inscription'.  The  word  also  means  'mystery'  or  'secret'  in  Old
Germanic languages and runes had a important role in ritual and maalc.

The earliest known Runic inscriptions date from the  lst century AD, around AD150, but the vast majority of Runic
inscriptions date from the llth century. Runic inscriptions have been found throughout Europe from the Bal]£ans to
Germany, Scandinavia and the British Isles.   The characters were replaced by the Latin alphabet as the various cultures
that had used runes underwent Christiariization, about  700 in central Europe and 1100 in Northern Europe.

In nmal  Sweden  and  Northern Europe  the  use  of runes  persists  today  for  specialized  purposes  and  for  decorative
purposes on Runic calendars.
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Scott #709, June 30, 1961

Before  the  Greeks  became  Greeks, there were  the  Minoans  and  Mycenaeans.    Here
were pre-Greek civilizations that spread to Greece after some natural disaster struck the
Mediterranean, possibly a volcano or earthquake or combination of the two.

They were a literate  society, the  Greek alphabet is based on the Phoenician with  one
major difference - they added vowels!

<  The  stamp at left is of a Minoan Mosaic depicting a Panridge & Fig Pecker Gird).
The Greeks credit themselves with the fist civilization.  The stamps below are part of the set issued to publicize "The
Hellenic Fisht for Civilization Exhibition" April 1968.

The above stamps depict:
Athena, Goddess of Athens, 2nd Century BC, Scott #920, April 27,1968
Athena defeating Alkyoneus from Pergamos Altar,180BC, Scott 919, April 27, 1968
Winged Victory of Sanothrace, C.190BC, Scott #926, April 27,1968
Phillip 11 of Macedon, united Greece under Macedon, also father of Alexander, Scott #1306, Sept 15,1979
Alexander astride Bucephalus, 2nd Century BC, Scott #

The tale of the Trojan War is among the most famous ancient stories told.  It is required
reading for Middle  School Students.   Heinrich  Schlieman, who  dug at Mycenae,  spent
many years searching for Troy.   He found it in western Turkey but did much damage to
the  site in his enthusiasm to reach the  correct level; he may have destroyed the  site he
was looking for as the artifacts he found pre-date Homer's Troy.

Turkey issued the stamp at right to commemorate the excavations at Troy.

Alexander, from Pompeii
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Turkey, Scott #1224,
Dec 31,  1956

The period after Alexander is known as "Hellenic".

Alexander is portrayed defeating the Persians at the Battle of Issus at left from a mosaic
found in Pompeii.  Alexander's military might was greatly admired by the Romans.  The
stamp at left was part of the "Macedonian Treasures" issue in 1992.

From a Greek issue honoring the 2300th anniversary of Alexander the Great.

The Lighthouse  at Alexandria, Egypt as  depicted on a Roman  coin, Scott #1208,
Alexander  placing  Homer's   Iliad   into   Achilles'   tomb,   Scott#1209,   Alexander
driving to find what is beneath the Sea, Scott #1210, all issued July 23,1977

Pao€   # 5

Gold   and   Iron
Cuirass,  example  of Armor style worn by
Alexander,  #1312, Sept 15, 1979
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Issued Dec 6, 2ol3.
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Armenia, Ancient Kingdom of Cilicia

Cilicia   was   settled   from   the   Neohthic   period
onwards.  Dating of the  ancient  settlements  of the
realon from Neolithic to Bronze Age is as  follows:
Aceramic/Neolithic:   8th   and   7th   millennia   BC;
Early  Chalcohthic:   5800  BC;  Middle  Chalcolithic

(correlated with Halaf and  Ubaid  developments  in
the east): c. 54004500 BC; Late Chalcolithic: 4500-
c.  3400 BC; and Early Bronze  Age  IA:  3400-3000

Png¢  # 6

Canada Royal Ontario Museum Scott #2724a & b, issued Apr
14, 2014      ---      Shiva Natajara sculpture, Mummified cat &
Bison,  Hadrasaur Skeleton & Luohan Chinese Sculpture

With   its   mumnrified   cat,   moustached   bat   and   the
museum's  most  famous  dinosaur,  this   souvenir  sheet
makes  a  fantastic  alft  and  keepsake  fcir young museum
lo\'ers.

Canada's "Indiana Jones" - Charles T.  Curelly - helpecl
found  the  Royal  Ontario  Museum,  which  opened  its
doors  in  1914.  A  century later,  the  ROM  has  become  a

globally   respected   exhibition   of   world   cultures   and
natural   hast()ry.   Join   the   museum   in   its   centennial
celebrations     by     purchasing     this     souvenir     sheet
showcasing the diversity and key collections of thc` ROM.

BC;  EBA 18:  3000-2700  BC; EBA  11:  2700-2400  BC;  EBA
Ill A-B: 2400-2000 BC.
The area had been known as Kizzuwatna in the earher Hittite
era  (2nd  millermium  BC).  The  realon  was  divided  into  two
parts,  Uru  Adaniya  (flat  Cilicia),  a  weu-watered  plain,  and"rough" Chicia (Tarza), in the mountainous west.

The  Cilicians  appear as Kbz.4.lfale# in Assyrian inscriptions, and
in the early part of the  first rillermium BC were one of the
four chief powers of western Asia. Homer mentions the plain
as the  "Aleian plain" in which Bellerophon wandered, but he
transferred the Cilicians  far to the west and north and made
them allies  of Troy.  The  Cihcian  cities  unknown  to  Homer
already  bore  their  pre-Greek  names:  Tarzu  ITarsus),  InSra
(Anchiale),  Danuna-Adana,  which  retins  its  ancient  name,
Pahri    foerhaps    modem    Misis),    Kundu    adyinda,    then
jinazarbus) and Fhatepe.
There  is  evidence  that  circa   1650   BC  both  Hittite  kings
Hattusili I and Mursili I enjoyed freedom of movement along
the   Pyramus   RIver   (now   the   Ceyhan   River  in   southern
Turkey),  proving they  exerted  strong control  over  Cilicia  in
their battles  with  Syria.  After the  death  of Murshili  around
1595  BC,  Hurians  wrested  control  from  the  Hitties,  and
Cilicia was flee for two centuries. The first king of flee Cilicia,
15putali5u, son of Pariyawatri, was recorded as a  "great king"
in both cuneiform and Hittite hieroglyphs. Another record of
Hittite orisins, a treaty between 15putali5u and Telepinu, king
of the Hittites, is recorded in both Hittite and Akkadian.

CIIe Old Worid Ar¢llaeodyi§t   /   flllly 2014
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France, History Souvenir Sheet (Stained Glass), Saint Louis of France,
Battle of Bouvines, Issued 2014

Germany, Lorsch Monastery,
Self-adhesive coil, issued 2014.

Leuis IX, also called Saint Louis Qiom April
25,  1214,  Poissy,  Fr.ndied Aug.  25,  1270,
near Tunis; canonized Aug.  11,  1297,  feast
day August 25), king of France  from 1226
to  1270, the most popular of the  Capetian
monarchs.  He  led  the  Seventh  Crusade  to
the  Holy  Land  in  1248-50  and  died  on
another crusade to Tunisia.

The  Battle  of Bouvines, took place  on  27
July   1214,  was   a   medieval   battle   which
ended the 1202-1214 Anglo-French War. It
was  fundamental in  the  early  development
of France in the Middle Ages by confirmirig
the   French  crown's   sovereignty  over  the
Angevin lands of Brittany and Normandy.
Philip Augustus of France defeated an army
consisting of Imperial German, English and
Flemish    soldiers,    led    by    Otto    IV    of
Gerrrrmy.

The Abbey of I.orsch is a former Imperial Abbey in Lorsch, Germany, about 10
kin east of Worms, one of the  most renowned monasteries of the Carolingian
Empire. The abbey was founded in 764 by the Frankish Count Cancor and his
widowed mother Wihiswinda as a proprietary church (Ezgiv#Az.rchG) and monastery
on their estate, Laurissa.

Even  in  its  ruined  state,  its  remains  are  among  the  most  important  pre-
Romanesque-CarolinSan  style  buildings in  Germany.  Its  chronicle,  entered in
the   Lorscher  Codex  compiled  in  the   1170s   (now  in  the   state   archive   at
Wtirzbur®  is  a  fundamental  document  for  early  medieval  German  history.
Another  famous  document  from  the  monastic  library  is  the  Codex j4#ran of
Lorsch. In 1991 the ruined abbey was listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

India, Kolkata Museum, Souvenir Sheet

Paye  # 7

The   Indian   Museum      is   the   largest   and   oldest
museum in India and has rare collections of antiques,
armor  and  ornaments,  fossils,  skeletons,  mummies,
and Mughal paintings.  It was  founded by the Asiatic
Society  of  Bengal  in  Kolkata   (Calcutta),  India,  in
1814. The founder curator was Dr Nathaniel Wallich,
a  Danish  botanist.     It  has  six  sections  comprising
thirty  five galleries of cultural and  scientific artifacts;
Art,  Archaeology,  Anthropology,  Geology,  Zoology
and Economic Botany. It is one of oldest museums in
the world. This is an autonomous organization under
Ministry   of  Culture,   Government   of  India.   The
present  Director  of  the  Indian  Museum  is  Dr.  8.
Venugopal.    The museum was closed to the visitors
due   to   massive   restoration   and   upgrades   from
1 September 2013 to 3 February 2014.

t;h¢ Oil WorIA Archa€odyist   /   fluky 2o7 4
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Ireland, Viking Heritage, issued April 24, 2014

On  April  24th,  2014,  An  Post  issued  two  Viking
Heritage  stamps  in  honour  of Ireland's  rich  Viking
history and the enormous influence the Vikings had
on Ireland.

The   first   recorded   Viking   raids   in   Irish   history
occured   in    795    when   Vikings,   possibly    ffom
Norway,  attacked  and  looted  the  islands  of Rathlin
off  the  coast  of  Antrim  and  Lambay  by  Dublin.

These early raids interrupted the golden age of Christian Irish culture and began 200 years of intermittent warfare, with
waves of Viking raiders plundering monasteries and towns throughout Ireland.  The Vikings travelled all around the
coast of Ireland including raids on the Skellig Islands off the coast of County Kerry.

Very importantly for Ireland, the Vikings established ports at Dublin, Waterford, Wexford, Cork and Limerick which
are some of our biggest port cities today.   However, the Vikings were not favoured by the Irish Celtic Chieftains and
things cane to a head on Good Friday in 1014 at the Battle of Clontarf. There, Brian Boru, the High King of Monster
was opposed by the Vikings from Dublin and the King of Leinster. Viking Chieftain, Brodir, killed King Brian that day
and  in  turn  ended  the  Viking  and  Irish  Celtic  battle.  The  Vikings  held  onto  power  throughout  Ireland  and  they
continued to work and trade unul the arrival of the Anglo-Normans in 1169.

We know so much about Viking influence in Ireland from the remains of their early settlements which have been found
at Wood  Quay,  Christchurch  Place and the Temple Bar area of Dublin.  In Wood  Quay, the remains  of about 200
houses  from the  10th and llth centuries were uncovered.  Ihiring archaeoloalcal investigations in Waterford in 2002,
excavations uncovered numerous objects, including alver ingots, weights and a viking burial site with weapons.
These commemorative Viking Heritage stamps were designed by Ger Garland.  One stamp features a sword, similar to
those used in the Battle of Clontarf while the second features the Water ford Kite Brooch, Ireland's finest piece of early
12th century secular metalwork.
Source: Ireland I'ost  /  publishedjune 30th, 2014

Isle of Man, Battle of Clontarf Millennium 1014-2014
Issue Date:  15th April 2014

Evocative   inustrations   bring   to   life   this   history-making
confrontation.   Featuring the sturming work of artist Victor
Ambrus,  this  set  of six  stamps  from the  Isle  of Man  Post
Office   marks   the   1000th   anniversary   of   the   Battle   of
Clontarf,  which  marked  a  turning  point  in  the  history  of
Ireland.

The  Battle  of Clontarf   was  a battle  that took place  on 23
April  1014  at  Clontarf,  near  Dublin,  on  the  east  coast  of
Ireland.  It  pitted  the  forces  of Brian  Boni,  high  king  of
Ireland, against a Viking-Irish alliance comprising the forces
of  Sigtrygg  Silkbeard,  king  of  Dublin,  Miel  M6rda  mac
Murchada, king of Leinster, and a Viking contingent led by
Sigurd of Orkney and Brodir of Mann. It lasted from sunrise
to  sunset,  and  ended  in a rout  of the Viking and  Leinster
forces.   It is estimated that betwee   7,000-10,000 men were
killed.      Although   Brian's   forces   were   victorious,   Brian
himself  was   killed   as  were   his   son  Murchad,  grandson
Toirdelbach.     Leinster  king  Mdel  M6rda,  Viking  leaders

Sigurd and Brodir were also slain.

After the battle, the Vikings of Dublin were reduced to a secondary power. Brian's finily was temporardy eclipsed, and there  ~
was no undisputed hish king of Ireland until the late l2th century.             /zz„rM# jbG #exf¢498./J
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Isle of Man, Battle of Clontarf Mmennium 1014-2014  /„#/z.##cJ/roAV¢""?.oz#4c7gG/
The battle was an important event in Irish history and is recorded in both Irish and Norse chronicles.  In Ireland, the battle
:ame to be seen as an event that freed the Irish from foreign domination, and Briari was hailed as a national hero. This view
was especially popular during English and British nile in Ireland. Although the battle is today viewed in a more critical light, it
still has a hold on popular imarination.
From Wiki edia, the free enc
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Italy, Landmarks.  Italian Artistic and Cultural Heritage, only 1 is archaeology. Scott 3213-7, issued Nov 30, 2013
#3213  Mole Antonelliana, Turin;    #3214  Nardo  Cathedral;    #3215  Alba  Fucens  Archaeolotical  Site;    #3216  Santa  Sofia
Monument Complex, Benevento;   #3217 Renaissance Era City Walls of Lucca

200th Armiversary of Italy's Carabinieri, National Police Force
Issued July 16, 2014.  Designed by Maria Carmela Perrini

Luxembourg, UNESCO World Heritage, City of
Luxembourg souvenir sheet. Issued June 2014

This  year  Italy's  carabinieri  is  200  years  old  -  it's  older
than  the  country  itself.  But  why  does  Italy  have  two
police  forces and what is so special about this  one? Italy
has  two  police  forces,  although  Italians  don't  seem  to
find  it  strange  at  all.  If you  ask  "why  two?"  they'll  tell

you, by way of unsatisfactory explanation, the polizia are
the  regular  state pohce  while  the  carabinieri are part  of
the ai.my.  The real reason is a quirk of history.

The  carabinieri  was  founded  by  Victor  Emanuel  I,
Duke   of  Savoy  and   King  of  Sardinia  almost  half  a
century  before  modem  Italy  came  into  existence.  Their
name comes from the carabina, the rifle they traditionally
carried.    That's  why  on  long-distance  train  routes  you
may  find yourself sharing a caniage with a young,  off-
duty  carabiniere  going  home  or  returning  from  leave.
The Carabinieri also investigate looting of archaeolodcal
sites arid stolen artworks.

For many centuries, the City of Luxembourg has played a key role in
the  history  of Europe.  It has preserved  remnants  of its  impressive
fortifications   and   its   old   quarters   within   a   remarkable   natural
environment.   As   a  result,   UNESCO   has   included   the   City   of
Luxembourg on its list of world heritage  sites. At the very heart of
the  city  stands  a  small  fort  built by  Count  Siegfried  on  a virtually
inaccessible rock shoddy after the middle of the 10th century. During
the 12th century, a surrounding wall was constructed to protect the
settlement that had grown near to the castle.  Fouowing the conquest
made  by  King I.ouis  XIV,  Vauban  extended  the  consolidated  the
fortifications.   During the  18th century the  Austrians  continued his
work and created the "Gibraltar of the Noch".   The day after the
Congress of Vienna the Pmssians built new military structures right
up to the dismantling work decided in 1867.

Althongh the fortress was dismantled, the defensive structures and old quarters of the city still represent an historic complex
of the highest order. Source: WOPA Stamps  pubhehed June 19th, 2014
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<<  Liechtenstein, Ancient
Coins. Designed by Sven
Beham Ruggell, issued June 2,
2014.

Liechtenstein can look back over a long archeoloalcal tradition. Typical examples from numerous epochs are exhibited
among other places in the Liechtenstein National Museum in Vaduz. Three coins are depicted on these stamps.

The silver "denar" (value: CHF 0.85)  discovered in Balzers and forming part of the estate of the Liechtenstein artist
Egon Rheinberger,.who  died  in  1936, dates  back to  Roman times  (49-48 BC).   An elephant treading on a  snake  is
depicted on one side as well as the name Caesar. The other side depicts priestly accoutrements such as axe, ladle, holy
water  sorinkler and oriest's  hood.  In  the  civil war acainst Pomoev.  Caesar Paid  his  soldiefs  with  similar  coins.  The
elephant  signifies  th:  fnghting strength of his  ledron;, while  the- p`riestly  acc-outrements  symbolize  Caesar's  office  as
Pontifex Maximus.

The "florin" (value: CHF 1.00) and the "penny" (value: CHF 1.30) are part of a hoard buried in 1360 containing 26 gold
and 2408  silver coins.  These  came  to  light  on a building site  in Vaduz  in  1957.  The bracteate, a silver penny  from
Uberlingen which is  struck on only one side, depicts a crowned lion with flying mane. The coin dates from the eady
11+uliL ceritiEL~,T, as does +uhe Fioririo d'crc, f. gc)1der`. flcrirT. frcrrL +LLhe Repdslic of FLc>re+-+ce.  The cb`-,Terse  side  featTLiLres f. Ely,
the  city  symbol  of Florence, while  the reverse  side  depicts John the  Baptist,  the  city's patron  saint.  This  Florentine
golden florin is regarded as the archetype of one of the most important late medieval gold coins.

The commemorative stamps designed by Sven Beham show in the background, indicated on maps, the places where
the coins were found. The stamps were made in an elaborate process using hot foil stamping in silver and multi-step
embossing. The annotation "AR" (Augmented Reality) next to the year indicates the stamp can be scanned with an app
to obtain a virtual 3D view of the images depicted on the coin
Source: WOPA Stamps

all angles.

Mozambique, UNESCO - 40 years of World Heritage Souvenir Sheet and sheetlet of 6 different.

Paye  # '0

<<       Nepal,   FOssiis,
Elephan [,          Giraffe,
Ape,    Hippo,    issued
2013.         No     furthe.
information  known  a`_
this tine.
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< <Norway, Viking Museung
Tourism, issued 2014

Norway, Thor Hyerdahl, Archaeoloalst and Explorer   above right is booklet cover
Thor Heyerdahl is a world-renowned explorer and archaeolodst. He was born in 1914, in Larvik, Norway.  From his earliest
days, he was an enthusiatic nature lover, and he was inspired by his mother (who was head of the local museum) to take an
interest in zoology and nature.  While  still in primary  school, he  ran a  one-room zoolostal museum from his  home.  Mr.
Heyerdahl later enrolled at the University of Oslo, where he  specialized in zoology and geography until leaving on his  first
exoedition to Polvnesia in 1937-1938.  Thor Heverdahl is the recioient of numerous medals. awards and honours. He has been
a  ±egular membei  of vinous  scientific  congre;ses,  notably  the 'Intermtional  Congress  of Americanists,  the  Pacific  Science
Congress, and the International Congress of Anthropology and Ethnology.

The First Expeditions to Polynesia (1937~38) and Northwest America (1940-41)  The Kon-Tiki Expedition (1947)
After  the  war, Heyerdahl  continued  his  research,  only  to  meet a wall  of resistance  to  his  theories  amongst  contemporary
scholars. To add weight to his arguments, Heyerdahl decided to build a replica of the aboriSnal balsa raft (named the "Kon-
Tiki") to test his theories. In 1947, Heyerdahl and five companions left Cal]io, Peru and crossed 8000 kin (4300 miles) in 101
lays to reach Polynesia Qaroia atoll, Tuamotu Archipelago). Despite skepticism, the seaworthiness of the aboridnal raft was
thus proven and showed that the ancient Peruvians could have reached Polynesia in this manner.

I'alestinian Authority, UNESCO Recognition issued 2013

.\li'\ ,-,,, \j r,\               un`q' i

Among   historical   and   archaeolotical   sites
contained  within  the  Palestinian  Authority
are   the   Church   of  the   Holy   Sepulchere.
Recognition  by  UNESCO  means  they  can
obtain  international  assistance   to   care   for
these sites.

I.                ,           I       i

\`(i(   I,\ic  ,I

Portugal  Antique Jewelry;  Bronze Age Bracelet, Iron Age Earring, Roman Era Phiale, Visigoth Era Fibula, Iron Age Necklace,
Issued]une 21, 2013,   Scott 3529-33

South Afuca, Culture-Artifacts, Scott #1498ai, Sept 20, 2013

Paye   #  I I

Blombos   ochre   earliest  symbohc  design   in   South  Afuca,     N'wana,
symbol of ferdlity,  Amasumpa, headrest symbolic of wealth, Ukhanba,
ceremonial  beer  container,  symbolic  of unity,    Blombos  shell  beads,
oldest   symbolic   omanents   in   South   Affica,      Starburse   engraving,
symbol associated with womanhood,   Rhinoceros engraving, symbol of
rain  and  abundances,    Phalaphala,  horn  symbolic  of communication,
Ngwenya symbol  of Royalty,   Litshoda mhtope,  ritual whisk,  symbolic
of divine illumination
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§fa=E  is  a  city  in  Tunisia,  located  270 kin  (170 mi)  southeast  of
Tunis. The city, founded in AD 849 on the nrins of Taparun and
Thaerme,   is    the   capital   of   the    Sfax    Govemorate    and   a
Mediterranean  port.  The  main  economic  activities  of  Sfax  are  `~
industries ®hosphate processin®, agriculture (olive and olive oar,
nuts),   fishing   and   trade   (import-export).   The   city   is   often
described as Tunisia's "second city" (after the capital Tunis).
By the end of the loth century Sfax had become an independent
city-state.  The  city was  conquered  by Roger 11  of Sicily in  1148
and  occupied until it was  hberated  in  1156  by local  forces, and
was briefly occupied by European  forces again, this time by the
Spanish, in the  16th century. Sfax became an integral base of the
Barbary piracy, prompting an unsuccessful invasion by Venice in
1785.  In the late  19th century Sfax and the rest of Tunisia were
conquered by France and incorporated into the French empire.
Duing World War 11, the Axis powers used the city as a major
base until British  forces took it  on  10  April  1943.  After World
War 11, Tunisia was returned to France, but gained independence
in 1956.

Tunisia, Ancient Cities, Sfax and Djerba, issued 2014.

Qjfifea is, at 514 square kilometres (198 sq mi), the largest island of North Africa, located in the Gulf of Gabes, off the
coast of Tunisia.   Legend has it that Djerba was the island of the I,otus-Eaters where Odysseus was  stranded on his
voyage  through  the  Mediterranean.The  island, which was  called  Meninx  until  the  third  century  AD,  includes  three
principal towns. One of these, whose modem name is Btirgd, is found near Midoun in the center of the island. Another
city, on the southeast coast of the island at Meninx, was a major producer of murex dye, and is cited by Pliny the Elder
as second only to Tyre in this regard. A third important town was the ancient Haribus. The island was densely inhabited
in the Roman and Byzantine periods, and probably imported much of the grain consumed by its inhabitants.
An archaeolostal field survey of Djerba, carried out between 1995 and 2000 under the auspices of the University of
Pennsylvania, the American Academy in Rome and the Tunisian Institut National du Patrinoine, revealed over 400
archaeolodrcal sites, including many Punic and Roman villas.

Uruguay Historical Monument,
issued 2014

Gerrmny,    UNESCO        World
Heritage,  Ancient  Beech  Forest,
Scott 2766 issued Tan 2, 2014

Italy,  Year  of  Archimedes,  self-
adhesive    stamp,    Scott    #3199,
issued Oct 19, 2013

Ar€hafogu try
Cold War Spy-Satemte Images Unveil I.ost Cities
A study of Cold War spy-satellite photos has tripled the nuinber of known archaeoloalcal sites across the Middle East,
revealing thousands of ancient cities, roads, canals, and other ruins.    In recent decades archaeoloSsts have often used
declassified satellite irmges to spot archaeological sites in Iraq, Turkey, and Syria. The new Corona Atlas of the Middie
East, unveiled recently at the Society for American Archaeology's annual meeting, moves spy-satellite science to a new
level Surveying land from Egypt to Iranutnd encompassing the Fertile Crescent, the renowned cradle of civilization
and location of some of humanitv's earliest citiesule atlas reveals numerous sites that had been lost to historv.

"Some of these sites are algandc, and they were completely unknown," says atlas-team archaeoloalst ]esse tasana of

the University of Arkansas, who presented the results. "We can see all kinds of things-ncient roads and canals. The
irmges provide a very comprehensive picture."  The team had stacted with a list of roughly 4,500 known archaeolodrcal

(cont'd next page)
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Artwfow try
Cold War Si]vrsatellite Imag\es Unveil lost Cides   (cont'd from previous p®
sites across -tie Middle East,-says  Casana.  The  spy-satellite images revealed another  10,000 that had previously been
unknown.  The largest sites, in Syria and Tuley, are most likely Bronze Age cities, he says, and include ruined walls and
citadels. Two of them cover more than 123 acres (50 hectares). But, says Casana, "it's not just new places to excavate.
We have a real way with all these sites to look across the whole Middle East and see how it was cormected."

The new hdiddle East atlas reflects both the opportunities and challenges facing archaeoloSsts, who must handle ever
larger amounts  of data from excavation sites and entire rerions:  says information-science scholar Eric Kansa of the
Alexandria Archive Institute in San Francisco, who spoke at the meeting.  "This is big data," Kansa says.  "We have the
opportunity to really blow up the scale of our efforts in archaeology."
Cold Warrior
The end of the Cold War led to the public release of Corona apy-satellite irmgrs by U.S. defense officials almost twc)
decades agic>. The spy satellite made images from 1960 to 1972, and the atlas samples only some of the 188,000 images
taken from 1967 to 1972 by the lasst gerieraticri cf tke satellites. The images of the EEarth's s:±=face, intefided tc expose
Soviet missile bases and military camps, had a resolution of two meters (6.6 feet).

Curent imaging satellites,  such as  the  privately  owned  I*talGlobe  based in Longmont,  Colorado,  return better
resolution inrages, but "they can't go back in tine,"  says Casana.   The Corona images, he explains, were made before
cities such as Mosul in Iraq and Amman in Jordan overran the many archaeolostal sites near them. Dams have also
flooded river valleys, covering many other archaeoloScal sites. As cities grew, the industrial fanning and irrigation that
supporied den grew  icici, obscuriiig roads and siies cieariy  visible in the spy-saieiiiLe iiiiages.   "Even wiin mueii beLier
resolution, we can't see a site that soneone has covered up with a building," Casana says.
I nformation Warfare
"This project is just incredible,"  says Syro-Palestinian archaeoloSst David Schloen of the University of Chicago.  "It's

amazing what their atlas can do."   The mapping team, for example, set up their site to allow you to look at the 1960s
images of a dven location side by side with views of it today.   Corona satellites photographed the Each in swaths 120
miles (193 kilometers) long by 10 miles (16 kilometers) wide. Li'ilm strips were dehvered from space inside parachute-
equipped buckets, and the  film's  stretched and distorted views of the Each required special optics to sort out. The
existence of the photographs was officially kept secret unul 1992.

Much  of the  atlas  team's  work  has  involved  tying landrnarks  in  the  Corona  images,  purchased  from  the  U.S.
G€olc>Scal  Survey,  to  napped  landmarks  in  modem-day  images.  The  landmarks  also  helyed  computers  remove
distortions in the oririnal spy-satellite ilnages.   "We don't want to stop here." Casana says. Many of the Corona images
cover other areas of great interest to archacolotists, including Africa and Chirm.   "Corona is amazing,"  he  says.  "We
really have coverage from almost everywhere. "
Dan Vergano,  National Geographic,  April 25, 2014

Mohendio-Daro Ui}date
A recent-issue  of C-urrent world Archaeology nggazine  contained an article  about Mohendjo-Daro.   Located in the
Sindh  province  of Paldstan,  Indus  Valley  archaeology  has  come  a  long way  answering  many  of the  fundamental
questions arising regarding the Harappan civilization.
Among the questions are:
Was its religion the origin of IIinduism?    Why did the civilization disappear after 1900BC?    VVIiy was no trace left in
the historical record?   The signs on seals found bear no resemblance to any other ancient script.  The Indus script also
appears on pottery! copper tablets and implements! Also on ivory and bone items.

By analysis of the script, without reference to the language behind the signs, scholars have decided the direction of the
writing - overwhelmingly right to lefL   With approximately 425 signs they have also agreed on some of the numerals,

:,:i:
bvious candidates for the language are two. Odor.
edge  over  Dravidian because  Sanskrit was  the

? rdotints a.re a.va.ilo.ble for SASF,

i

which appears to have a base-eight system along with decimals.
Languages,  Aryari  d  Dravidian.    Geographically  IndoAryan  has
language of North India.
The a.hove :a ccn.irtesy of C.1.irretit World  Archa.eology rna.gr.7ine, fi.ill a.ttjc

Students Discover 7.000-YearTold Mummv in Chile
A group  of students  discovered a 7,000-year-old mummy in northern Chile.  The mummy was  found in EI Laucho
beach at the foothills of Morro de Arica.   The students were part of an archaeology workshop and were investigatirig
the site of a landshde caused by the 8.2-nragnitude earthquake that hi the redon April 1. The students from the Escueha
America school were performing an excavation when they found the mummy.

The mummy belongs to the Chinchorro culture and has an estimated age of 7,000 years. Authorities from the
(cont'd next page)
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Artwdyu tbdqu
Students Discover 7.000-Year-Old MUTnmv in one           (cont'd from previous p®
Chilean National Heritage  Office arrived at ire  site  to  investigate the remains.  Chinchorro  cultiire consists  of fishermen villages
located in the coast of Atac2Lma desert from Ilo  in Peru in  the north to Antofagasta in the  south  between 7020 BCE and  1500
BCE.                      Edited from NDTV (27 May 2014)

Prehistoric Hunting Scenes Unearthed in Spanish Cave
A series of hunting scenes dachg from 7,000 years ago have been found by archaeolodsts on the six-metre long wall of a small cave
in the realon of Vhafranca in Castell6n, eastern Spain-but it is being kept a secret for now.

A layer of dust and dirt covered ten figures, including buns, two archers and a goat. The murals were exposed to harsh weather
but the paintings pigments have not seriously deteriorated.  Inds Domingc> Sanz, a research professor at the University of Barcelona,
and  Didac  Roman,  a  research  associate  (archaeology)  at  the  University  of Toulouse  11  Ire  Mirail  and  University  of Valencia,a,
discovered the  site while undertaking governmentrspousored research into  another excavation area in the  region.  Sanz says  that
"some of the  H)alntinal details are unique  [and unlike anythinal across the entire Mediterranean Basin". A planned publication will

throw light on the rare archaeolodcal find.
The cave was  discovered  in  November 2013  but its  location will  only be  revealed  once  security measures  are  in  place,  after

vandals defroed a 5,000-yearrold rock painting in Spain's southern ]afn province in April.
Edited from The Art Newspaper (23 May 2014)

More Than 200 Hidden Paintines Were Discovered on the Walls of Anglror Wat
Researchers discovered the images by-didtally enhancing photos of the ternple's wallsT
An8kor, the sprawling archeolostal remains of an ancient Khmer city, attracts some two million visitors each year. The 390~square-
mile site is packed with crumbling temples and hidden gems, but no temple sees more visitors than the finous Angkor Wan And
yet, despite the multitude of eyes passing throuch those ancient halls each year, no one had managed to spot the hidden paintings.

Around 200  paintings,  some  simple arid  some intricate, cover the temple's walls,  experts  have  discovered. The bin reveal was
made by art expert Noel Hidalgo Tan, who was working at the site and spotted odd traces of reddish paint on the wall one day
during his  lunch break, I,ivescience reports. Tan took some photos and didn't think much else of it. When he later uplonded the
images to his computer and played around with them using a color-enhancing technique called decorrelation stretch analysis, he was
shocked to find an entire menagerie of detailed imagery.  The disitally enhanced pictures revealed paintings of elephants, lions, the
Hindu monkey god Hanuman, boats and buildings - perhaps even images of An8kor War itself.

One chamber in the hishest tier of Anchor Wat's central tower, known as the Bakan, contains an elaborate scene of a tradidonal
F=hmer musical  ensemble  inown  as  the pinpeat, which  is  made  up  of different gongs,  xylophones,  wind  instrumefits  alid  other

percussion  instrments.  In  the  sane  chamber, there's  an  intricate  scene  featuring people  riding horses  between  two  structures,
which misht be tenxples.

Some of the simpler images, Tan and other experts thinlL micht be from visitors who continued to drop by Angkor after its 15th
century decline and eventual abandonment. But the more elaborate murals, the team thinks, were officially commissioned. Because
some of the images seem to hint at Buddhist themes, Tan thinks they might have been painted between 1528 and 1566, when King
Ang Chan attempted a last ditch effort at restoririg and reopening the temple as a pi|grirmge site, Livescience reports.
By Rachel Nuwer,  Smithsonian.com,  May 29, 2014
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Have you visited out website recendy?   A membership
application   is   available   for   printing,   so   is   a   flyer
advertising our club.  They print easily for those of you
attending stamp  shows around the country to leave at
the literature table.
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Runes, by Caroline Scannell, pg 1,3,4
Greece, by Caroline Scanneu, pg 5
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Now Digs update pg 12
Archaeology Today pg 12, 13, 14
Merle's Musings   does not appear in this issue.   Instead we have
reproduced an email he received.

--Orisinal lvless-ngc-
From: Celeste Hall <celeste@aihorizon.com>
To: bfcat <bfcat@aol.com>
Sent: Thu, Jen 12, 2014 4:49 pin
Subject: A great ancient egypt resource
Hi Merle,   I do some tutoring on the side and I'm helping this
ntip  girl,   Mary;  with      hiqtnry.   .She'q   leatTiing  ahrtiit   Anripnt
Egypt  and  we've  been  using  the  resources     on  your  page
qttp://www.owasu.orQr/linkshtml)quite     a     bit     ~     thanks!
During  some   homew-ock   she   came   across   this   ardele   on
perfume and the Egyptian  mummification process

Pap  # 14

(http://www.Derfume.com/article-t]erfume-and-the-eQvotian-
munmificatio-n~orocess).  She  foun-d  it to  be  really  in-t5Lesting
that  perfume  was  used  as  early  as  10,000    BCE.  When  she
showed it to me I found to to be very useful and convenient as
well! There's a lot of information all in one place.   She wanted
me  to  share  it with  you  and  thought it would  make  a great
addition tc   your page. I was hesitant to cmail 7cu at first but
she keeps asking if I've spoken to you haha and I think other
students will find the information useful!   Let me know if you
get a chance to add it - she would be thrilled :)   Thanks again,
Celeste
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